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GENERAL DATA

Disposable container for sharp and cutting objects disposal Item designed for low volumes 
of waste (care tray, trolley, domestic care, doctor’s office)

▸ Closure: Lid with porthole
▸ Material: Ecologic plastic material 100% virgin polypropylene, coloured with   

masterbatch without cadmium. Material compliant to REACH 
▸ Colour: Yellow body and red lid in order to signal the dangerous content  
▸ Shape: Truncated cone
▸ Weight: 183 gr.
▸ Max Load: 1.500 gr.
▸ Nominal Capacity: 3,000 Lt.
▸ External dimensions: Ø 169 x 205 mm H (lid assembled)

LOGISTIC DATA:
▸ Pcs per carton: 60 pz. (body and lid not assembled)
▸ Carton dimensions: 60x40x36 H cm
▸ Pcs per pallet: 1440
▸ Pallet dimensions: 120x80x228 H cm

 CERTIFICATIONS:  
▸ Compliant to NFX 30 511
▸ Compliant to ADR - UN Certificate
▸ Compliant to ISO 23907-1  Kite Mark
▸ TRBA 250
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 INSTRUCTIONS

▸ Assembly:

 USE: 

▸ During use, close the cap in temporary closure position

▸ Close permanently once full

▸ Opening for waste insertion: Large opening to ease the disposal of scalpels, test tubes, etc
▸ Suitable to autoclave at 134° for 18 minutes
▸ Once filled, the containers have to be disposed through incineration, releasing

no toxic emissions

Lift the oval cap on the lid. Place the 
opening in the direction of the printing. 
Firmly press on all the perimeter, until 
the lid clicks on the body 

▸ Temporary closure
The container can be closed 
temporarily, pull down the cap 
until the small flap fits into the 
proper opening. The small flap 
remains in a horizontal position

At this stage the container 
can be reopened by pulling 
the flap

At this stage, closure is permanent

Firmly press on all the perimeter, until the lid clicks on the body 

▸ Permanent closure
From the temporary closure stage, firmly press with two fingers on the central 
“push” sign until it clicks. Press then the side “push” signs until they click.
At this stage the flap remains in a vertical position
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▸ Needles removal: ▸ Insulin pens removal:

 HOLDERS:
▸ Fastening Adapter
▸ Vertical metal coated support
▸ Reverse metal coated support

 ADVANTAGES:
▸ Safe, easy to use and to handle
▸ Once permanently closed, the flap comes off in an attempt to reopen the cap
▸ Sharp and cutting objects resistant
▸ Provided with handle
▸ Lid provided with needles removal device
▸ Suitable to autoclave at 134° (compliant to NFX 30 511 even after sterilization)
▸ Maximum filling level indicated
▸ Irreversible permanent closure
▸ Several holders available
▸ To be disposed through incineration, releasing no toxic emissions
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Use the “V” removal device to 
separate needles and syringes

Use the “marguerite” device to unscrew
the insulin pen

SAFETY INFORMATION:
▸ Do not use the product before fitting the lid
▸ Do not attempt to rescue objects already in the container
▸ Respect the filling level indicated: 80% of real capacity
▸ Use the container only with the appropriate lid
▸ Do not try to reopen the container once permanently and irreversibly sealed
▸ Follow the instructions of use to ensure the safety of the container
▸ Container to dispose according to the existing law
▸ Use handles to move the container


